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SUMMARY

     Youth entrepreneurship programs have blossomed since the mid-1980s and are increasingly
present in minority communities across the United States.  They are defined as organizations giving
systematic training to elementary, secondary, or college age youth in business ownership.  In this
report, thirty examples are described of programs that reach minority youth to some degree.  Their
growth has been important because they:

� Meet the need for awareness and exploration activities in entrepreneurship for
minority youth, particularly in groups characterized by low business ownership rates.

� Instruct minority students in entrepreneurial skills that will give them a head start in
the business world and an incentive to continue their education.

� Provide the knowledge needed for minority youth to compete successfully later as
adults in a free market system.

� Teach the importance of, and the means to, creating capital ownership and wealth
within a community and help bring economic control to the members of the
community.

� Begin preparing a class of future minority entrepreneurs, especially in urban and rural
areas marked by low-income populations, who can enhance business growth, create
jobs, develop community resources, and stimulate the National economy.

     Previous research has disclosed that young people display entrepreneurial qualities early in life,
want to be business owners so they can have the freedom of being their own boss or express their
creative talents, and have a fairly high expectation of becoming owners.  Minority youth have the
highest expectations of entrepreneurship, particularly African-Americans.  But research also shows
that they have little access to the training programs which could help transform their desire into
achievement.  Thus, there is a need to find programs already in existence, then expand and
supplement them so more minority youth can be served.

     National level youth entrepreneurship programs reviewed in this report are:

� Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (New York, NY)
� Business Kids Foundation (Washington, DC)
� Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership (Kansas City, MO)
� Cities in Schools, Youth Entrepreneurial Project (Alexandria, VA)
� Distributive Education Clubs of America (Reston, VA)
� Extension Service, 4H Youth Workforce Preparation Program (Washington, D.C.)
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� Future Business Leaders of America/Phi Beta Lambda (Reston, VA)
� Junior Achievement (Colorado Springs, CO)
� Midas Touch Program, Volunteers of America (Los Angeles, CA)
� National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship

(New York, NY)
� Operation Enterprise, American Management Association (Hamilton, NY)
� Students in Free Enterprise (Springfield, MO)
� Trickle Up Program (New York, NY)
� Young Entrepreneurs Program, Milken Institute (Bala Cynwyd, PA)
� Youth Business Internship Program, National Minority Business Council (New York,

NY)

     Local and Regional level youth entrepreneurship programs reviewed in this report are:

� Center for Teaching Entrepreneurship, Heartland Institute (Chicago, IL)
� Center for Teen Entrepreneurs, (New York, NY/Newark, NJ)
� Citizen's Committee for New York City (New York, NY)
� Cooperative Assistance Fund (Washington, D.C)
� Education, Training, and Enterprise Center (Camden, NJ)
� EntreCon-High School Conference on Entrepreneurship

(Philadelphia, PA)
� Entrepreneurial Development Institute (Washington, D.C.)
� Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (Boston, MA)
� Mall Marketing Program (Springfield, VA)
� Minority Youth Entrepreneurship Program (St. Louis, MO)
� National Association for Female Executives (New York, NY)
� National Education Center for Women in Business (Greensburg, PA)
� REAL Enterprises (Athens, GA)
� Southwest Atlanta Youth Business Organization

(Atlanta, GA)
� Youth Credit Union Program (New York, NY)

     Despite the great variety of youth entrepreneurship programs, they have several functional
components in common and use several universal methods.  Program components include:  selecting
a business venture, legal requirements, planning, financing/accounting, managing, and marketing. 
Standard methods encompass traditional classroom instruction (with some variations), summer
institutes/camps, simulations, competitions, graduate student consulting, and mentoring.  These
major components and methods are reviewed in the report.  Together, they comprise a suggestive
model for developing other youth entrepreneurship programs.

     Since this is a new field for research analysis, and its subject matter keeps expanding, the report's
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findings are provisional until more comprehensive studies can be done.  Nevertheless, the insights
discerned here will be applied to possible policy directions for the Minority Business Development
Agency (MBDA) or other organizations advocating youth business ownership.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

     Critical analysis of entrepreneurship programs reaching minority youth reveals many positive and
some negative results.  Positive results are indicators of successful programs and can be adopted by
MBDA when evaluating its own future efforts or those of other agencies.  Negative results may be
used as indicators of unsuccessful programs.  Two recommendations follow from such analysis.

Recommendation #1.

MBDA should apply these indicators for determining successful programs; clients will have upon
completion:

� Greater awareness of entrepreneurship as a personal career choice.

� Greater comprehension of the importance of business ownership in a free market
economy.

� Better understanding of financial, human, and social capital requirements in
operating an enterprise.

� Ability to determine entrepreneurial opportunities, according to industry, location,
etc.

� Knowledge of fundamental business methods, such as planning, financing,
accounting, and managing.

� Skill in determining scope of potential consumer markets and customer needs.

� A workable, start-up operation producing some income.

Recommendation #2.
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MBDA should apply these indicators for determining unsuccessful programs:  clients will upon
completion:

� Believe that working for someone else is somehow undesirable.

� Narrow career choices too early in the education process by emphasizing business
ownership exclusively.

� Have the impression that self-respect and self-esteem are equated only with the
ability to make money.

� Forego higher education opportunities to make money immediately.

� Be convinced they already know everything there is to know about business.

� Fail to initiate a viable, income-producing enterprise.

Recommendation #3.

MBDA should create and disseminate its own youth programs, if budgetary means permit.  Also,
MBDA should leverage its resources to encourage other public and private sector organizations in
their youth entrepreneurship efforts.

MBDA is the lead agency within the Federal government providing assistance in the formation and
expansion of minority firms.  MBDA also needs to take leadership in promoting entrepreneurial
preparation for minority youth, who will be the business owners of the future.  (See the remaining
strategies for ways the Agency might accomplish that goal.)

Recommendation #4.

As part of its leadership duties in youth development, MBDA must have a better grasp of what is
being done in the areas it serves, and where the most critical needs are.  MBDA should conduct
assessments through local surveys to discover:

� What youth entrepreneurship programs already exist, how well they reach minority
clients, and if they have been successful.
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� What barriers may have prevented business ownership training from being more
widely adopted.

� What interest and support there are among community leaders for placing more
emphasis on entrepreneurship as a career path.

� What educational levels should be targeted for assistance first.

Recommendation #5.

MBDA should give assistance to educational institutions for designing curricula which will, first,
show minority youth the real possibility of business ownership as a career and, second, provide early
introduction to economics, entrepreneurship skills, and venture initiation.

     Attention given to entrepreneurship should be increased at all educational levels.  Courses and
programs ought to be available for students desiring a career in this field, just as they are for other
subjects.  Business ownership can be treated as an attainable career option, and its pursuit evolve as a
curricular goal not only in high schools and colleges but at earlier levels as well.

Recommendation #6.

At the college level, MBDA policy to encourage minority youth in business ownership could take
one or more programmatic directions, such as:

� Supplying  minority enterprise college scholarships and fellowships.

� Creating minority business training centers and special conferences at selected
institutions.

� Establishing minority chapters, or increasing minority membership in existing
chapters, of national college youth programs.

� Organizing a national mentor program to give young people direct learning
experiences with minority company owners.
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Recommendation #7.

At the secondary school level, MBDA policy to encourage minority youth in business ownership
could take these programmatic directions:

� Founding MBDA Youth Entrepreneurship Clubs in high schools.

� Organizing community mentor programs where local adult owners can teach high
school juniors and seniors.

� Sponsoring trade fairs for teen owners who want to exhibit their products/services.

� Supporting current summer entrepreneurship institutes and camps, or creating new
ones (see next recommendation).

Recommendation #8.

MBDA should serve as a catalyst for developing summer institutes/camps that promote minority
youth entrepreneurship and give technical assistance to groups interested in forming new ones.

     As seen later in this report, learning business skills in the informal atmosphere of a summer camp
is a technique used by many programs and has been proven effective.  It is also an excellent way to
encourage novice business contacts when different community groups and leaders cooperate in
running a summer program.  MBDA should develop expertise in this method so it can be
disseminated even more widely.

Recommendation #9.

MBDA, through its local MBDCs and regional offices, should work with business groups, trade
associations, chambers of commerce, etc. to form programs where minority owners would be "big
sisters and brothers" for young people.

     As role models, these individuals can give emotional and social support, pass on skills through
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mentorship activities, show youth how actual firms operate, and provide working experience by "on-
the-job" training opportunities.  Here is a direct means for making social capital more available to
youth who need it most.  Economically disadvantaged persons and those from single-parent families
probably fall in the latter category.  School "drop-outs" who are outside the established educational
system are also in great need for positive role models.

Recommendation #10.

MBDA should support private and public sector organizations that furnish loans and technical
assistance toward microenterprise development.

     Over 200 microenterprise programs are now operating in the United States, most of them
focusing on low-income, inner-city and rural areas where minority young people have great difficulty
finding employment.  MBDA's role would be to act as a facilitator for mobilizing resources within
the Commerce Department, other government agencies, and private groups for pursuing a
microenterprise strategy.  Helping them enlarge their services to young people is a necessary
subgoal.

Recommendation #11.

MBDA should help aspiring young entrepreneurs become part of local minority business support
networks which would increase social capital resources and possibly lead to greater human and
financial capital.

     Youth program participants can be introduced to the services of all local agencies and
organizations assisting the minority owner.  Foremost among support network members is the
minority business development center itself, too often a largely unknown entity locally.  MBDCs
must market their services better and reach young people in the community.  Then, they can also
publicize other elements of the support network, including SBA centers, college/school programs,
chambers of commerce, community development corporations, church groups, and so on.  Young
entrepreneurs need to  recognize the support network, tap into it for training assistance and, in some
cases, obtain start-up funding.

Recommendation #12.
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MBDA should bring on board one or more experts from existing youth entrepreneurship programs,
either as consultants or permanent staff members, to help direct MBDA's youth initiative.

     There is a large, growing pool of expertise (especially in the private sector, as disclosed in this
report) represented by program managers who have successfully served young clients.  MBDA needs
such expertise or it will be hampered in promoting minority youth business ownership.  Tested
leadership is as critical as sufficient budgetary funding for an effective youth initiative.  At the very
least, outside experts can train internal MBDA staff in program operations.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Study

     Youth entrepreneurship programs have blossomed since the mid-1980s and are increasingly
present in minority communities across the United States.  They continue to grow rapidly, although it
is not known exactly how many exist.  Most of them combine a classroom curriculum with hands-on,
practical experiences which make business skills enjoyable to learn.  At the same time, applying the
skills is very  challenging for young people.  Almost without exception, the major objectives of these
programs are to cultivate the entrepreneurial spirit in minority youth, and make them aware of
business ownership as something realistically attainable. [1]

     Described in this report are 30 examples of youth entrepreneurship programs, defined as
organizations giving systematic training to elementary, secondary, or college age youth in business
ownership.  Information has been obtained by the author directly from program managers who were
contacted after an exhaustive examination of directories and other references listing such programs.
[2]  In some cases, additional information was collected from the research and business development
literature.  All the programs serve minority youth to some degree, ranging from a complete focus on
them to only a partial development of minority clientele.  Additional programs for which no
information was available in the literature, or were unresponsive to inquiries, are listed at the end of
section II.

     The youth entrepreneurship efforts described in the following pages are fairly broad in approach
and methods, but exhibit similar characteristics.  An attempt will be made to single out the key
components of these programs, as well as various training techniques used to prepare young people
for entrepreneurial careers.  No doubt additional features would have been observed if information
had been obtained about other programs.  Since this is a new field for research analysis, and its
subject matter keeps expanding, the findings will be provisional until more comprehensive studies
can be done. 

     Nevertheless, the insights discerned here will be applied to possible policy directions for the
Minority Business Development Agency or other organizations advocating youth entrepreneurship.

Why Promote Entrepreneurship Programs for Minority Youth?
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     Opportunities to enter entrepreneurship have been harder for certain groups -- those with less
access to investment funds (financial capital), fewer human resources (human capital), and
underdeveloped support networks (social capital).  Because of this, a large disparity remains in the
proportion of minority owners compared to their nonminority counterparts.  One way to close the
gap is by teaching minority youth the risks, rewards, and skills of entrepreneurship, along with
offering some financial and social capital, so they have greater opportunities to become business
owners in the future.  Youth entrepreneurship programs that reach minorities amplify such
opportunities by training young people from groups with reduced access to resources. [3]

     Some of the problems found in inner city and rural low-income areas can be alleviated by
business education, particularly emphasizing the teaching of entrepreneurship to the economically
disadvantaged.  It has been shown that teaching entrepreneurship often rekindles the indifferent and
troubled student's interest in school work, giving him/her a sense of purpose and greater self-
discipline.  Moreover, by learning ownership skills, youths can have an alternative to crime and
poverty, while at the same time avoiding a nonproductive life dependent on government welfare. 
Many unemployed residents of low-income areas may reverse self-defeating life patterns by
becoming business owners or employees of locally created enterprises.  This will also help bring
economic control into the hands of people who live there. [4]

     Indeed, programs broadening the base of entrepreneurship through youth training have group
economic empowerment as an ultimate goal, by increasing employment and generating wealth
through self-directed action.  Future owners can one day provide employment and produce wealth in
minority communities, as well as help revitalize declining neighborhoods.  Future owners will also
become leaders giving the minority community a more prominent voice in economic affairs.  Self-
directed business development will aid the nation in advancing the human resources of all its
constituent groups, so they may contribute their full abilities to maintaining a free market economy.
[5]

     To summarize in somewhat different terms, youth entrepreneurship programs are critical because
they:

� Meet the need for awareness and exploration activities in entrepreneurship for
minority youth, particularly in groups characterized by low business ownership rates.

� Instruct minority students in entrepreneurial skills that will give them a head start in
the business world and an incentive to continue their education.

� Provide the knowledge needed for minority youth to compete successfully later as
adults in a free market system.

� Teach the importance of, and the means to, creating capital ownership and wealth
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within a community and help bring economic control to the members of the
community.

� Begin preparing a class of future minority entrepreneurs, especially in urban and rural
areas marked by low-income populations, who can enhance business growth, create
jobs, develop community resources, and stimulate the national economy.

Why Do Minority Youth Want To Be Entrepreneurs?

     It is not enough that youthful entrepreneurs are in demand as a useful part of the larger society. 
They also must be motivated to desire business ownership as a career goal, a motivation which can
begin very early in life.  In a study done about a decade ago by Marilyn Kourilsky of the UCLA
School of Education, it was found that youthful entrepreneurs are characterized by traits which
emerge early.  As pre-schoolers, they showed a taste for risk-taking, a talent for creative problem-
solving, and high achievement motivation.  As many as one-fourth of kindergarten pupils displayed
such entrepreneurial qualities.  They were also characterized by a sense of controlling one's own
destiny that lends itself to entrepreneurial ambitions. If these traits are not nurtured in some positive
manner, they tend to atrophy or they are redirected into deviant behavior. [6]

     What motivates youth at a later age?  Emmanuel Modu of the Center for Teen Entrepreneurs
conducted a survey of high school students, mostly minorities, who attended a 1990 entrepreneurship
conference.  He asked questions about how they became interested in business ownership and what
they considered to be the most important goals concerning that occupation.  A large majority of
respondents indicated they were encouraged to consider entrepreneurship as a career by owners in
their community, including their parents or other relatives who ran a family business; the influence
of positive role modeling was clearly present.  Almost half the respondents said they wanted to be
entrepreneurs because it would allow them to express their creative talents.  About one-third
emphasized a related reason:  they liked being in control of their work situation with the freedom
that option brings.  Some had their community's well-being in mind, declaring a desire to create
services benefitting community residents.  Very few were motivated by the prospect of "making lots
of money." [7]

     A 1993 study sponsored by the Minority Business Development Agency further explored the
motivation issue but also compared basic attitudes toward business ownership between minority and
nonminority youth.  The national level survey, conducted by James Chase of Development
Associates, found that African-Americans had the highest expection of business ownership, followed
by Asian, White, and Hispanic youth, respectively.  This finding dispelled a long-held assumption in
the research literature that African-American young people are not interested in entrepreneurial
careers.  Most respondents in each racial/ethnic group believed the major advantage of owning an
enterprise is the freedom associated with being their own boss.  Expectation of high financial reward
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was a distant second, a result similar to that of the Modu study. [8]

     But the MBDA-sponsored report also disclosed crucial problems related to the entrepreneurial
ambitions of minority youth.  Less than one-third of respondents knew of any place in their
community where they could go to get advice on starting a business, while only about fifteen percent
had participated in any entrepreneurship training programs.  Few knew anyone who could lend them
small amounts of investment capital.  Thus, despite the very great desire among minority young
people to follow a business ownership career, they do not have much access to information and
training programs, or financial capital, which could help transform their desire into achievement. 
There is certainly a demonstrated need for entrepreneurship programs that reach minority youth. 
Findings of the MBDA-sponsored report form a starting point for the present study.
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II.  EXAMPLES OF PROGRAMS

     Entrepreneurship programs that reach minority youth vary widely in their scope and service area. 
Some are national level organizations providing services to participants located at different places
across the country or bring young people from all over the United States to a single site.  Others are
agencies oriented locally by serving clients from just one community, while a limited number are
regional in scope as they reach trainee markets covering a few adjacent states.

     The following pages present examples of, first, national level youth entrepreneurship programs
and, second, local/regional programs -- all based upon information collected by the author.  Since
information sources differed considerably in their descriptive and analytic contents, some program
narratives will be longer than others.  This does not indicate any relative importance, but only
reflects the contingencies of data collection.  Other programs for which no information is available
will simply be listed at the end of the section.

NATIONAL LEVEL PROGRAMS

Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (ACE)

342 Madison Avenue, Suite 1104, New York, NY 10173
Contact Person:  Edward Michitsch, (212) 922-0837.

     Among its chief goals, ACE promotes the professional and social development of college student
entrepreneurs by encouraging interaction between its members, other professionals, and a national
network of students having similar interests.  A network of business contacts is especially critical
early in careers.  Student membership in an ACE campus chapter brings affiliation with the national
organization and a variety of networking events like luncheons and conferences.  Other ACE goals
are to facilitate its member's creation of profitable opportunities, create a learning environment for
all students interested in self-employment, and promote entrepreneurship as a desirable career path.
[9]

     To give some idea of what ACE's local chapters are like, two will be briefly mentioned.  The
ACE chapter at Howard University, Washington, D.C., has helped dozens of its predominantly
minority undergraduates initiate business ownership.  For example, an economics major created a
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storage company after he received information from the Howard ACE chapter about developing his
entrepreneurial idea.  At Baylor University's Center for Entrepreneurship, Waco, Texas, the ACE
chapter has developed its own group enterprise ventures including designing and selling ACE T-
shirts.  Profits cover operating expenses and finance trips to state, national, and international
conventions.  But revenues are applied in more innovative ways, such as establishing a venture
capital fund which supplies funding for members' individual enterprises.  The Baylor Center also
offers a summer program to high school students just completing their junior year; the 4-day event
gives younger clients intensive leadership training in entrepreneurial operations. [10]

Business Kids Foundation

3230 Walbridge Place, NW, Washington, D.C. 20010
Contact Person:  Edward Burakowski, (202) 332-5985
 
     The Business Kids Foundation was established in 1989 to help "at risk" youth control their own
destiny in a free market system through the study and experience of entrepreneurship.  This is done
in two different ways.  First, the Foundation has developed an entrepreneurial curriculum used
around the country in elementary schools, middle/high schools, and many community based
organizations.  The curriculum is contained in a classroom Business Kit designed to motivate
students 12-18 years old.  The Kit has a "business plan packet" describing how one can put together
a workable plan for a microenterprise, a "template packet" which is a brief course in advertising, and
separate "know-how booklets" about starting up, organizing, managing, and marketing a venture.  A
membership card gives kit holders access to a toll-free hotline for business advice.

     Second, the Foundation operates its own Youth Entrepreneurship Institute that directly teaches
inner-city youth how they can run a microenterprise.  Trained instructors are furnished with
audio/visual material supplementing the Business Kit.  During an Institute program, each participant
researchers her/his business idea and creates a comprehensive plan which is presented to a review
panel of adult judges who give awards for the most outstanding plans.  Scholarships are sometimes
offered when funds become available.  Mentoring is normally built into the Institute's program, with
an adult follow-up mentor arrangement.  These programs are conducted in shared cooperation with
community agencies.  For instance, Business Kid's 1994 District of Columbia Institute was co-
sponsored by the D.C. Department of Youth Services, The Greater Washington Boys and Girls
Clubs, and The Greater Washington Board of Trade (see Appendix A). [11]

Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership

4900 Oak Street, Kansas City, MO 64112
Contact Person:  Marilyn Kourilsky, (816) 932-1000
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     The Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership is affiliated with the Ewing M. Kaufman Foundation, a
nonprofit organization whose founder believed that the best way to create prosperous communities is
to have a strong entrepreneurial base.  The Center presents a national "Entrepreneurship Educator of
the Year Award" to the teacher judged as the most innovative and effective in helping young people
learn business ownership skills.  The award winner receives a $15,000 stipend and spends a summer
at Kauffman Foundation headquarters where she/he refines the teaching approach on which the
award is based.  The Entrepreneurial Leadership Center then replicates that approach in an
instructional package disseminated to schools and colleges across the Nation.

     Marilyn Kourilsky, a Center Manager, is responsible for creating two entrepreneurial education
games for elementary school students, "Kinder Economy" (Kindergarten through second grade) and
"Mini-Society" (Grades 3-6).  The two games are now taught in an estimated 100,000 classrooms in
more than 40 states.  They encourage student players to establish their own simulated economic
system and generate business ideas for marketable products.  The effect is to increase young people's
self-confidence as they begin understanding larger economic forces outside the classroom. [12]

Cities in Schools (CIS), Youth Entrepreneurial Project

401 Wythe Street, Suite 200, Alexandria, VA 22314
Contact Person:  Walter J. Leonard, (703) 519-8999

     Cities in Schools (CIS) is the Nation's largest non-profit organization devoted to dropout
prevention.  Since 1977, CIS has given leadership in helping local communities form private-public
partnerships which put human services into the schools on behalf of youth, encouraging their
continued educational perseverance.  Typically, a coalition of community leaders in education,
business, and government works with CIS to bring needed resources into the learning environment. 
The U.S. Department of Justice has supported the program as a means for not only decreasing
dropout rates but also reducing school-related crime.  In recent years, the Minority Business
Development Agency has also supported CIS with a special focus on promoting minority youth
ownership under the Youth Entrepreneurial Project (YEP).  Although funding for YEP has now run
out, thirteen student-run entrepreneurial activities were established.

     Mini-grants up to $2,500 each were awarded for these activities through a competitive process. 
For example, the Burke County, Georgia CIS used its grant for preparing students in the skills
needed to start, manage, and maintain service-oriented businesses.  The Chicago CIS founded a
student owned and operated youth credit union in a vocational high school.  The Compton,
California, CIS launched a laser printer/copier recharging enterprise which trained 20 secondary
school students in all facets of the electronic recharging business.  West Philadelphia High School,
cooperating with the Philadelphia CIS, initiated a computerized desktop publishing center where
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young people printed brochures, programs, newsletters, etc.  Most clients served by the Youth
Entrepreneurial Project were minorities from inner cities and rural places. [13]

Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA)

1908 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091
Contact Person:  Edward L. Davis, (703) 860-5000

     DECA serves high school juniors and seniors as well as college students interested in marketing
and distribution as a vocation.  Nationwide, over 6,000 high school and 300 college DECA chapters
involve about 200,000 students each year.  Marketing teachers conduct DECA activities as part of
their classroom instruction, which impacts directly on school curricula.  Thousands of companies
supply workplace training for DECA students, a practical "laboratory" for learning marketing
operations.  The largest effort is DECA's competitive events program in which 90,000 young people
compete first at the local level, then at state and national conferences.  These events are learning
activities designed to develop essential competencies needed for advancement in the marketing field. 
Several events are targeted exclusively at entrepreneurship development.

     The "Entrepreneurship Written Event" requires each student to prepare a written proposal for a
new business, a self-analysis of education and personal experience, an analysis of the business
environment, a description of the way the enterprise will operate, plans for financing it, and a role-
playing interview with a bank or venture capital official (see Appendix B).  The "Learn and Earn
Project Event" allows DECA local chapter members to conduct a sales/service activity along the
lines of an actual business operation.  Under "Learn and Earn", students plan, implement, and
evaluate a single sales/service project which focuses on any subject of interest to the local chapter. 
Other competitions, such as the "Free Enterprise Essay", result in cash awards for the winners. [14]

Extension Service, 4H Youth Workforce Preparation Program

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250
Contact Person:  Greg Crosby, (202) 720-5516

     4H is the youth development segment of the Extension Service, an agency of the Agriculture
Department.  4H encompasses curriculum and experiences structured to help young people explore
career options at the local, state, and national levels.  It is the only youth development system that
reaches virtually every county in the United States.  Current membership is almost six million, with
more than half the participants living in urban areas.  4H's Workforce Preparation Program offers
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opportunities in the transition from school to work, starting with pre-school children and continuing
through young adulthood.

     Part of Workforce Preparation is an annual national youth business symposium, "Empowering
Teen Entrepreneurs", a three-day conference which brings together teens and adult experts from
around the country to share models and identify resources successfully used in educating young
entrepreneurs.  The symposium assists three groups:  existing teen owners, teens interested in
starting a business, and adult professional/volunteers working on youth entrepreneurial programs. 
Participants learn about the requirements for successful business operation and realistic opportunities
available to them.  Panels of owners share their experiences in managing an enterprise.  Adult
program administrators receive more information on planning, financing, organizing, implementing,
and evaluating youth entrepreneurship projects.  There are sessions which analyze innovative
programs being conducted in both the private and public sectors.  The U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development is co-sponsor of this symposium. [15]

Future Business Leaders of America/Phi Beta Lambda

1912 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091
Contact Person:  Ann Morgenstern, (703) 860-3334

     Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) and Phi Beta Lambda (PBL) are components of a
national association with almost 300,000 student members interested in business or business
education careers.  Secondary school members are enrolled in the FBLA division, while college level
business majors belong to the PBL division.  This is not an entrepreneurship training organization
per se, but rather one that promotes general business participation in a free market system. 
FBLA/PBL's primary goals for students are to help them learn more about a career in business and
ease the transition from school to work.  They also get first-hand experience with business people,
practice efficient money management, and pursue "on-the-job" training in a wide range of business
activities.

     FBLA/PBL chapters sponsor educational programs that increase students' knowledge of the
business world.  Chapters cooperate with local schools promoting fields trips to nearby
stores/industries, panel discussions, guest speakers, and a National Student Award competition. 
They pay for activities through entrepreneurial
fund-raising efforts.  Chapters also encourage individual student members to start their own
enterprises, and it is common for a school FBLA participant to learn business ownership in this
direct manner. [16]
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Junior Achievement

One Education Way, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Contact Person:  Jean M. Buckley, (719) 540-8000

     Junior Achievement (JA) is a world-wide nonprofit organization founded 75 years ago that seeks
to educate young people in valuing free enterprise.  It operates in more than 1,000 communities with
almost 1.5 million students.  Its programs focus on three different groups:  elementary, middle, and
high school youth.  The elementary school program shows K-6th grade pupils the economic
relevance of what they learn in school and their future participation in the economy.  "Project
Business", JA's largest in-school program, helps 7-9th grade students explore careers and understand
the role of entrepreneurs.  The senior high curriculum for 10-12th graders is "Applied Economics",
an academic course with a practical activity whereby students together set up and operate an actual
enterprise.  At all program levels, volunteer business consultants are brought in from the community
to teach the classes after being trained by local JA staff members. [17]

     In recent years, Junior Achievement has made an attempt to reach 
"at-risk" minority students through programs focusing on poor,
inner-city neighborhoods.  One source estimates that JA now serves about a quarter of a million
minority students yearly, most of them African-Americans and Hispanic-Americans. [18]  To
illustrate, in 1989 JA special in-school programs were attended by almost 20 percent of New York
City students in grades 5-8 and high school seniors.  The predominantly minority participants had
positive role models because many classes were taught by volunteer minority business
owners/executives who took their students to their worksites.  In other cities, JA together with the
McDonnell Douglas Corporation sponsors an evening "Company Program" for at-risk youth
normally unable to attend regular JA daytime classes.  These high school students meet with JA
advisors after school to establish a minicorporation, elect company officials, sell stock, make a
product, and market it. [19]

Midas Touch Program, Volunteers of America

3600 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010
Contact Person:  (Unknown), (213) 389-1500

     Midas Touch is a national program of the Volunteers of America (VOA), a nonprofit charitable
organization operating in 200 cities.  Midas Touch is designed to give high school students from
lower economic backgrounds a foundation in free market enterprise.  It assists young people to
initiate their own microbusinesses requiring small start-up costs, while stimulating their creativity
and ambition.  The program is administered locally by an all-volunteer committee, composed of
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community and business leaders.  Students are recommended by high school guidance counselors or
teachers, park and recreation directors, or other youth organization representatives.  They must come
from an economically disadvantaged family and demonstrate a prior interest in entrepreneurship.

     The heart of the Midas Touch Program is a three-day, two-night seminar which accommodates
100 students, split evenly among boys and girls.  A rigorous schedule of workshops is followed
during that time period.  The students are brought together with local entrepreneurs who serve as
panelists in question and answer sessions.  Panelists give programmatic advice to the students for
creating profit making opportunities.  Students are then divided into counselor groups, each of which
produces a plan for a small enterprise.  When all plans are completed, they are judged by a special
panel of adult owners, and the group ascertained to have the best plan is awarded a prize.

     But this is just the beginning of the Midas experience.  When the seminar ends, each participant
receives an enterprise workbook giving detailed instructions for developing a microventure for after
school, weekends, or summers.  Each student is encouraged to use the workbook as a guide and write
his/her own business plan.  These are submitted to the local Midas Touch committee, whose
members review the individual plans, recommend any changes, and supply on-going guidance for the
fledgling owners.  Students are also given the opportunity to attend special group sessions with other
Midas alumni during which they can compare business experiences and learn about what other
students are doing.  Midas follow-up services continue for a full year after the initial seminar. [20]

National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE)

64 Fulton Street, Suite 700, New York, NY 10038
Contact Person:  Steve Mariotti, (212) 233-1777

     NFTE is a national, New York based nonprofit organization, founded in 1987, that teaches
entrepreneurial skills to inner-city youth from kindergarten through high school.  It grew out of
courses taught at a Bronx, NY high school and now spans metropolitan areas across the United
States, with programs in Long Island, New Jersey, Philadelphia, New England, Washington, D.C.,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Wichita, Los Angeles, and northern California.  NFTE students are taught in
"mini-MBA" entrepreneurship courses by NFTE-trained community volunteers.  The 80 hour
courses are usually held after school in classrooms, settlement houses, or local youth service
agencies.  Students begin with basic educational skills like writing and math, e.g. they learn to do
their own bookkeeping, and work themselves up to reading the Wall Street Journal, writing a
business plan, buying or creating a product, and setting up shop.  By the end of the course, many
NFTE students have established microenterprises of their own.  While not every student follows
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through and not every start-up is successful, most young people come out of the program with a
better understanding of business and the workplace, along with more confidence in themselves. [21]

     In 1993, some 1,500 students nationwide graduated from NFTE's programs, about 25 percent of
them going on to operate their own businesses.  The Minneapolis NFTE branch, as of early 1994,
had trained 300 at-risk and disadvantaged students who created 55 enterprises grossing over $20,000. 
The Washington, D.C., branch, called "Young Entrepreneurs of Washington, D.C.", recently (June
1994) graduated 100 young people ages 12-18.  Working with the latter program, the David H. Koch
Charitable Foundation has provided funds to sponsor a competition for start-up capital awards
ranging from $300 to $1,000.  Students submitting the twelve best plans will receive funding for
permits, licenses, equipment, inventory, and other expenses.  Among corporations involved in
partnership efforts with NFTE, MCI has agreed to spend $50,000 a year for teleconferencing services
so NFTE instructors can conduct live training sessions and answer business questions from youth
entrepreneurs across the country.  Foundation and corporate support constitute a major part of
NFTE's $2 million budget. [22]

Operation Enterprise, American Management Association

P.O. Box 88, Hamilton, NY 13346
Contact Person:  Andy Mason, (315) 824-2000

     The American Management Association (AMA) has created Operation Enterprise (OE), a
summer camp program designed to give students a better understanding of business ownership and
help develop necessary entrepreneurial skills.  Each summer about 400 students come to a rural
retreat in upstate New York where they participate in 10-day group learning sessions in
entrepreneurship, motivation, leadership, and personal growth.  Operation Enterprise offers high
school programs for those who have completed their junior or senior year.  It also has college
programs open to undergraduates of all levels. Most students are sponsored by corporations or local
business councils who provide scholarships covering the training costs.  AMA directs the program
through an advisory board which meets several times during the year.

OE participants attend sessions in a casual environment where the conference rooms have open
roundtables that put everyone at an equal level and encourage open discussion.  Students sit next to
CEOs or other business leaders who come to the sessions so they may share their management
expertise.  After a presentation, a CEO may eat with the students or engage in sports activities with
them, as the learning experience continues beyond the conference room.  Business simulations are
also conducted to give a flavor of what kinds of decisions must be made in operating an enterprise. 
As a program follow-up, Operation Enterprise students often receive internships at AMA
headquarters or with a corporate sponsor where further instruction can take place.  Minority young
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people are among the OE participants/interns, although the program does not focus on them
exclusively. [23]

Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE)

1959 E. Kerr, Springfield, MO 65803
Contact Person:  Alvin Rohrs, (417) 831-9505

     SIFE is a nonprofit organization, whose 28,000 members are located at over 300 institutions of
higher education, teaching college students a greater appreciation of the free enterprise system.  This
is done by having SIFE collegiate teams work with the community on entrepreneurial projects.  SIFE
national leaders start the process of building teams by recruiting college faculty, supplying them with
resources to train students as team members, and counseling SIFE teams as they conduct educational
outreach programs and compete at SIFE annual expositions.  The expositions are a national forum
where teams present their programs to a panel of national business executives.

     But student members of SIFE collegiate teams are often directly involved in their own
entrepreneurial efforts.  For instance, the Alverno College (Milwaukee) SIFE chapter managers a
profit-making business -- a used textbook store.  The store's book sales generate revenue supporting
the chapter, as well as the College's Venture Fund for Young Entrepreneurs (targeted for at-risk
students).  The University of Nebraska (Lincoln) SIFE Team has formed the Entrepreneur
Development Corporation, a student-owned marketing and small business consulting firm that raises
money for scholarships and conferences.  Another SIFE project at the University of Houston-
Downtown reaches even younger participants.  An alumna of that University now teaches at an
inner-city Houston elementary school.  In her classroom, she has created a simulated "little city"
where pupils operate businesses and fill various jobs.  She has also developed a mentor program
matching her students with SIFE team members at the University.  The elementary girls and boys
thus gain role models and personal instructors to encourage their participation in the free enterprise
system, especially critical in an economically disadvantaged environment. [24]

Trickle Up Program (TUP)

54 Riverside Drive, New York, NY 10024
Contact Person:  David W. Havens, (212) 362-7958

     The Trickle Up Program, a international private sector organization headquartered in New York,
grew out of a former worldwide program devoted to community development.  TUP's main objective
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is to create new opportunities for self-employment among low-income populations, who can
establish profitable enterprises they plan themselves and thereby become economically independent. 
Trickle Up makes grants available through other agencies that train microentrepreneurs in self-
employment skills and business plan development.  Although its focus is chiefly abroad, TUP has
helped start over 150 microenterprises in the United States, mostly among minority high school
students in inner-city neighborhoods.  The organization gives them $100 start-up capital and a simple
business training curriculum.  TUP works with volunteer coordinators found among youth agencies
and high school faculty. [25]

Young Entrepreneurs Program, Milken Institute

401 City Avenue, Suite 204, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Contact Person:  Lisa S. Hoffstein, (215) 668-5330

     The Young Entrepreneurs Program (YEP) is a component of a larger effort, the University-
Community Outreach Program (UCOP) which is sponsored by the Milken Institute for Job and
Capital Formation.  UCOP began in 1988 in West Philadelphia on the University of Pennsylvania's
campus.  Since then it has expanded to include community-university linkages in Harlem/Columbia
University, Oakland and East Bay/University of California, Berkeley, and South Central Los
Angeles/University of Southern California.  UCOP works primarily with university business schools
who provide educational and entrepreneurial assistance to the local community.

     YEP, now operating at all four sites, is a year long program teaching 10-12th grade students the
basics of developing their own enterprise.  Teens from the mostly minority neighborhoods
surrounding each university learn entrepreneurial fundamentals and gain confidence in their ability
to succeed in the business world.  Young entrepreneurs start the program in summer and graduate the
following spring.  MBA graduate student volunteers work with YEP participants throughout the
academic year.  In Phase I, high school students are brought onto the university campus for an
intensive two-week summer program covering the basics of small business management.  Each
participant writes and presents her/his plan for operating a venture.  Besides classroom instruction,
Phase I includes guest speakers and business-related field trips.

     When Phase II begins in the fall semester, YEP members are matched with volunteer graduate
student mentors who help them revise their business plans.  Each mentor/mentee pair meets bi-
weekly and attends monthly group activities.  During the school year, young entrepreneurs who want
to initiate a business can apply for seed money to YEP's Venture Capital Board, consisting of
community leaders and university personnel.  Applicants deliver a brief presentation on their plan
before the Board which may award as much as $500 in start-up funds.  The experience teaches
students not only how ideas can be translated into reality but how to think and speak clearly. [26]
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     YEP has had a positive effect on the youth it has served since 1988.  According to a recent
survey, about 45 percent of the nearly 600 participants started enterprises, and 25 percent were still
running them in 1993.  More than half are attending college, including some at the affiliated UCOP
institutions.  Over half said that the program gave them the knowledge they needed to operate their
own business. [27]

Youth Business Internship Program, National Minority Business Council

235 E. 42nd Street, 9th Floor, New York, NY  10017
Contact Person:  John F. Robinson, (212) 573-2385

     The National Minority Business Council (NMBC), an umbrella organization of small minority
enterprises located nationally and internationally, advocates the advancement of its members'
interests.  It also develops their skills by administering a number of programs offering
instructional/networking opportunities.  NMBC claims it has a deep commitment to minority youth,
teaching them the values of the free enterprise system and preparing them for future business
leadership roles.  It has backed that commitment with some youth oriented actions, such as
employing college interns on NMBC training projects.

     In 1991, NMBC inaugurated its Youth Business Internship Program, designed to bring college-
age minorities into contact with the business world.  College students enrolled in business degree
courses are provided with NMBC internships.  They have the opportunity to be placed under the
guidance of selected small venture owners where they can gain first-hand operational experience.  In
this "apprenticeship" environment, the interns familiarize themselves with all daily activities the
small owner must undertake in order to survive and remain competitive.  The direct, hands-on
experience gives them knowledge they could not obtain otherwise and helps motivate them toward
excelling in their studies.  Limited results so far have been positive, as reported by NMBC. [28]

LOCAL AND REGIONAL LEVEL PROGRAMS

Center for Teaching Entrepreneurship, Heartland Institute

634 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605
Contact Person:  ReDonna Rodgers, (312) 427-3060
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     The Center for Teaching Entrepreneurship (CTE) was founded in 1991 and uses a curriculum
developed by the National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship to prepare low-income, inner-
city youth for business ownership.  In 1993, more than 100 Chicago central city young people
attended entrepreneurship courses at several youth centers.  The 10-week courses focused on
developing enterprise skills, but other concepts like pride and integrity were also stressed throughout
the curriculum.  Another 1,300 students attended one-day workshops at schools and community
centers around Chicago where they were introduced to business ownership.  Some CTE participants
who already ran their own microventures used the training to improve their operations; they also
became role models for helping other young people. [29]

     CTE functions on a $80,000 annual budget pledged by private corporations, foundations, and
individual donors.

Center for Teen Entrepreneurs (CTEEN)

10 Richmond Street, Newark, New Jersey 07103
Contact Person:  Emmanuel Modu, (201) 824-7207

     The Center of Teen Entrepreneurs serves teenage clients, predominantly minority, in the New
York metropolitan area.  The program's chief objectives are to:

� Teach young people the fundamentals of entrepreneurship.

� Provide them with a practical outlet for their creative talents.

� Help them obtain venture financing.

� Teach applied business ethics.

� Encourage students to continue their formal education.

� Show parents how they can develop entrepreneurial talents in their children.

� Establish a support network for young owners.

     CTEEN's clients can turn to it for help in developing their ideas into viable enterprises.  Staff
members review the business plans of trainees before any attempted implementation.  The training
sessions use a start-up kit produced by CTEEN, and marketed to other youth programs, which guides
young people 13-18 years old in starting and running a business.  It also maintains an information
network so young entrepreneurs can contact each other directly and exchange ideas, keeping them
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abreast of contemporary events concerning youth self-employment. [30]

Citizen's Committee for New York City

305 7th Avenue, New York, NY 10001
Contact Person:  Donald Vaghn, (212) 989-0909

     The Citizens Committee for New York City operates Strictly Business, a microenterprise program
that gives a special target group of low-income youth a chance for self-employment.  These are
youth, 16-21, who have demonstrated strong leadership and management skills acquired through
involvement with the illegal drug trade and other street activities in six New York school
neighborhoods -- East Tremont and Mott Haven/Longwood in the Bronx, Bushwick and Crown
Heights in Brooklyn, Central Harlem in Manhattan, and Southeast Queens.

     Participants receive technical assistance through entrepreneurial training courses, business
planning, counseling, mentor programs, weekly meetings of peer support groups, and a week-long
entrepreneurship retreat.  They also enroll in community-based school programs and work toward
their high school diploma or G.E.D. equivalent.  Youths are linked to local adult owners for
mentoring and neighborhood banks for financial assistance.  The program also makes $500
microloans available for start-ups to groups of five participants.  By late-1993, 48 clients had been
served, with 8 business starts. [31]

Cooperative Assistance Fund (CAF)

655 15th Street, N.W., Suite 375, Washington, D.C. 20005
Contact Person:  Patricia Jacobs, (202) 833-8543

     CAF has provided loans, loan guarantees, and equity investments to minority enterprises in the
Washington, D.C. metro area since 1968.  It was established by a group of foundations for the
development of economically disadvantaged neighborhoods.  One of its newest efforts is the Youth
Entrepreneurship Fund (YEF), whereby CAF partners with private sector investment programs
encouraging youth entrepreneurship and community development.  Through YEF, young minority
owners 13-17 years old receive loans which help them finance small ventures they are ready to
implement, having already obtained training in other D.C. area programs.  To qualify for a YEF loan,
a trainee must submit a business plan he/she has developed previously.  An advisory committee of
CAF board and staff members, plus some community leaders, evaluate the submissions and
determine loan amounts (usually several hundred dollars).  The loans are typically used to purchase
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inventory or equipment.

     Among the first enterprises to receive financing were an educational entertainment company
whose initial product was a board game called "Small Business" and a hair-care shop specializing in
a culturally derived hair-braiding technique.  Since all young owners are part of existing training
programs, their directors will continue giving them guidance throughout the one year term of the
loan.  The first YEF loan grantees were presented at a luncheon in which the Mayor of the District of
Columbia recognized their initiative (see Appendix C). [32]

Education, Training, and Enterprise Center (EDTEC)

309 Market Street, Suite 201, Camden, New Jersey 08102
Contact Person:  George Walters, (609) 342-8277

     EDTEC is a for-profit consulting firm furnishing youth entrepreneurship training directly and
marketing its curricula to other training agencies.  It was founded in 1985 by two people who had
extensive experience running programs for youth offenders in the South Jersey area.  They wanted to
show young people from troubled backgrounds that it is better to make money by legitimate means
than through illegal underground market activities like drug trafficking.

     EDTEC's seven-week New Entrepreneur's Program teaches teenagers 14-16 years old how to
identify profit-making opportunities and then actually initiate an enterprise.  First, students develop
their capabilities during formal classroom instruction lasting two weeks in the summer.  Second, a
written business plan is produced after local community professionals -- lawyers, accountants,
marketing experts, etc. -- help the students select an appropriate venture.  Third, a week of intensive
training in the student's chosen field follows, with a small amount of start-up capital supplied for
beginning a microenterprise.  For the final four weeks, a group of advisors/mentors monitors the
young owner's work and gives practical assistance when needed.  The EDTEC program serves about
50 students a year directly, but its curricula are used in other programs serving hundreds more. [33]

EntreCon -- High School Conference on Entrepreneurship

University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Contact Person: (Unknown), (215) 898-7607

     EntreCon brings together each year about 150 outstanding Philadelphia high school juniors and
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seniors for an intensive four-day conference.  It is run by graduate students at the Sol Snider
Entrepreneurial Center at Penn's Wharton School of Business.  EntreCon focuses on business career
opportunities available to students.  It teaches the specifics of the entrepreneurial process and various
methods an owner must use in his/her operations.  The conference features a new headline speaker
each year, with workshops and peer panels to help prospective young entrepreneurs implement their
ideas.

     EntreCon students are split into groups of seven or eight each and given the task of writing
business plans for ventures that can be conducted on a college campus or near one.  However, less
than $3,000 must be required in start-up capital.  Students complete the plan in their spare time
during the conference and present it to a review panel of adult judges who select the best for awards. 
The plan must include a general description, target market, market research, and proposed financing. 
Wharton School professors and prominent owners/executives are among the panel members, and
they share their valuable experience with students. [34]

The Entrepreneurial Development Institute (TEDI)

2025 I Street, N.W., Suite 905, Washington, D.C.  20006
Contact Person:  Melissa Bradley, (202) 822-8334

     TEDI, a nonprofit organization founded in 1991, empowers economically disadvantaged youth by
encouraging them to develop their own microenterprises, while they stay in school to sharpen their
academic skills.  It serves minority youth 7-21 years old in the Washington, D.C. area, with the
average age of its clients being 13 years old.  TEDI's programs establish working community
partnerships with adult-owned local firms, banks, corporations, colleges and universities,
foundations, church groups, and youth clubs.  Some of these organizations fund TEDI's operations.

     Students are introduced to business skills in classroom training sessions, supplemented by
workshops, computer training, and guest speakers.  They get the opportunity through case study
analysis to solve practical problems in operating a community business.  Case studies may include
debates or contests for the youth.  TEDI also assists the students in creating a business plan and
launching their own entrepreneurial project.  Training sessions then become business meetings
where start-up strategies are discussed, but students are the ultimate decision makers.  The program
solicits adult owners to act as mentors and recruits college students as trainers/counselors.  TEDI
operates its own youth microloan fund which supplies low-interest loans from $100 to $2,500 for one
or two year terms.

     As of early 1994, TEDI had served about 400 clients with six business starts, including a school
store, a community newspaper, two t-shirt sales businesses, a youth center cafe, and a small
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publishing company producing bilingual coloring books for children.  Moreover, half of the trainees
had their average school grades improve by at least one full grade point.  All continued their formal
education and 30 percent did so well academically that they gained school recognition.

     TEDI sponsors an annual National Youth Business Summit (see Appendix D) so young
entrepreneurs can share their experiences in panel discussions and attend workshops about business-
related topics.  The first was held at Howard University which cosponsored it along with
NationsBank and the United Black Fund, among others.  Exhibit space provided at the summit let
young owners display their wares.  TEDI forms other partnerships with organizations so they can use
the TEDI model in furnishing entrepreneurial training for youth. [35]

Initiative for A Competitive Inner City

Harvard University, Harvard Business School, Boston, MA 02163
Contact Person:  Michael E. Porter, (617) 495-6000

     In this program, Harvard MBA graduate students are paired with Boston inner-city business
owners in need of better management, technical, and financial skills to operate their enterprises. 
Between mid-1993 and mid-1994, twenty-five Harvard graduate students -- almost half were
minorities -- participated in research projects or field studies involving several central city
companies.  The students devoted at least 120 hours apiece observing/assisting their clients.  For
example, three students pinpointed a Black-owned restaurant's costs, standardized proportions for
each menu item, wrote job descriptions for all 27 employees, and produced a training video for new
hires.  They also helped purchase cash register software giving instant feedback of sales information. 
Another student team prepared financial forecasts and budgets for a large Hispanic-owned
supermarket.

     The Initiative is now being financed by the Harvard Business School, using not only its own
resources but alumni and corporate contacts.  Plans are underway to expand it with a larger
contingent of MBA students who would spend two years in the field doing consulting and research. 
Management classes would also be offered for owners who need formal training but lack the
financial capacity to put themselves through school.  The heart of this program will remain a
graduate student cadre helping nurture business growth in poor urban areas, receiving invaluable
knowledge themselves about how to operate a future enterprise. [36]

Mall Marketing Program
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Springfield Mall and Lee High School, Springfield, VA 22150
Contact Person:  Michael Engley, (703) 971-6000

     Many high schools across the country are cooperating with local merchants in operating shopping
mall marketing programs.  Students are given a hands-on opportunity to run an enterprise while
receiving course credit for their work.  One example is the "Marketplace", a gift shop located at the
Springfield (Virginia) Mall operated entirely by marketing class students from a nearby, culturally-
diverse high school.  Mall managers have given the students rent-free space during the school year to
locate a gift shop.  A group of local business leaders provided money for the initial inventory. 
Originally, the program also involved lectures on marketing, merchandizing, and related topics given
by mall merchants.  Now, classroom instruction is offered as preparation early in the school year.

     "Marketplace" is operated by students who are responsible for day-to-day management.  Students
in the merchandizing division keep track of which items are selling and which ones should be
marked down.  The finance division maintains a record of daily sales.  The personnel division
interviews, hires, and trains salespeople from among marketing class members.  Another division,
sales promotion, takes buying trips to find merchandise needed for the shop and decides how items
should be promoted.  "Marketplace" employs over a dozen students at any given time, who receive
roughly minimum wages from revenues produced by the store.  Essentially, the program offers a
first-hand opportunity for young, prospective entrepreneurs to learn about retail merchandising. [37]

Minority Youth Entrepreneurship Program (MYEP)

Washington University, Olin School of Business, St. Louis, MO  63130
Contact Person:  Gary Hockberg, (314) 889-6315

     MYEP, run out of Washington University, exposes minority high school students in the St. Louis
area to the prospects of business ownership, while at the same time encouraging their pursuit of
higher education.  It is offered to a select group of about 50 local high school students annually, most
of whom are college bound.  There is an educational component whereby the young people are
taught basic business skills in finance, accounting, marketing and economics.  A personal skills
component helps students develop their oral and writing abilities.  For an entrepreneurship
component, participants get motivation from local minority owners who give speeches and hold
training sessions.

     MYEP is funded by some civic groups and individual minority firms in St. Louis.  Students are
picked by their high school guidance counselors and receive a minimum wage stipend with a chance
for a scholarship.  The program covers an 8-week period during which students break up daily into
small groups working on a business development strategy for a hypothetical company.  As part of
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their preparation, they visit factories, learn about the stock market, and take university classes in
various business subjects.  The program is meant to convey a realistic idea of the value and methods
of creating an enterprise. [38]

National Association for Female Executives (NAFE)

30 Irving Place, New York, NY  10003
Contact Person:  Brenda S. Ginsberg, (212) 477-2200

     The National Association for Female Executives is the largest organization of businesswomen in
the United States.  The NAFE Women's Foundation was formed to advance the status of working
women through special projects.  Recently, the Foundation launched a new program called ""Esteem
Teams" which pairs professional women with girls, aged 11-13, from inner-city neighborhoods.  The
girls are chosen by an advisory board of professionals from groups such as Big Brothers/Big Sisters
and Boys & Girls Clubs of America, who judge potential candidates according to their high
motivation and socioeconomic need.  The girls in each Esteem Team have access to five mentors,
called "coaches," with whom they can network by visiting their offices and firms.  Mentors are
chosen according to results from individual interviews and written tests.

     Over a six-year period, the girls spend eight hours a month with their adult coaches, learning
management and entrepreneurial skills.  By the time participants turn 16, they are placed in special
internships or learning programs designed to carry them through high school graduation.  Although
this is not a formal entrepreneurship training program, it offers adults as role models who are
engaged in entrepreneurial activities.  It also promotes social networking arrangements that can be
used for enterprise initiation in later years.  The program is now confined to New York City, but
there are plans underway for expanding it elsewhere.  Corporate sponsors will continue underwriting
the costs of scheduled meetings, transportation, tutoring, retreats and other training. [39]

National Education Center for Women in Business (NECWB)

Seton Hill College, Greensburg, PA 15601
Contact Person:  Cynthia Iannarelli, (412) 830-4625

     NECWB was founded in 1993 with several million dollars in federal grants to stimulate research
on women's entrepreneurship and promote innovative ways of teaching girls/women about business
ownership.  It operates several programs that focus on the younger generation.  NECWB recently
sponsored a statewide competition for high school girls in Pennsylvania requiring them to complete a
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12-page business plan and interview an adult entrepreneur.  An evaluation panel of managers/owners
picked the winners who received scholarships to NECWB's Camp Entrepreneur, a one-week summer
program where girls 10-19 years old learn entrepreneurial and leadership skills.  The Camp offers a
computer simulation game in which participants work in teams to operate a company.  Both the
business plan competition and summer camp are being expanded, including an initiative involving
more inner-city minority girls.

     At its host college, NECWB has begun an "Entrefolio Program" to stimulate entrepreneurial
thinking in students across all majors.  Entrefolio, envisioned as a model curriculum for replication
elsewhere, furnishes students the tools for identifying and managing resources so they can become
economically self-sufficient.  When students complete the program, they should understand the
entrepreneurial culture and know what skills are needed for business ownership.  All documented
activities of Entrefolio participants are submitted to a review panel which then awards scholarships
provided by area banks.  An "Entreclub," many of whose members are Entrefolio students, forms a
support group for individuals operating their own enterprises on campus.

     To reach very young children, ages 3-10, NECWB has published a soft cover book entitled, "The
ABCs of Business with Emily and the EntreKids."  Through simple concepts and illustrations, the
book introduces children to the idea of owning their own business someday.  NECWB is marketing
the book nationwide, especially concentrating on urban and rural communities where an
underdeveloped economic base could be stimulated through self-employment. [40]

REAL Enterprises

1160 S. Milledge Ave., Athens, GA  30605
Contact Person:  (Unknown), (706) 546-9061

     REAL Enterprises, an organization active in Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina, helps
rural students design and implement business plans for enterprise development.  ("REAL" stands for: 
Rural Education and Action Learning.)  It provides entrepreneurship training to high school students,
primarily in low-income rural areas.  Through the program, schools receive a basic entrepreneurship
curriculum, special teacher training, and some funding for business start-ups.  Students receive
training by working together in an enterprise "team project" between their sophomore and senior
years.  They begin by researching the local economy to determine new market opportunities.  They
then put together a formal business plan which is presented to REAL and the school board.  If the
plan is approved, funding may come from either the board or REAL - or both sources.

     REAL's immediate goal is to help rural high schools become effective small business incubators,
as student entrepreneurs research, plan, initiate and operate their own firms.  These school-based
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businesses eventually are scheduled to be "spun-off" when the students graduate, becoming part of
the community's economic base.  But REAL's ultimate purpose is actually creating jobs for young
people who otherwise might not find employment in a depressed local economy.  Schools would
stop preparing students for out-migration, instead developing their innate entrepreneurial talent for
more economic opportunities locally.  Some modest successes have encouraged support for REAL
by private foundations, state governments and universities. [41]

Southwest Atlanta Youth Business Organization (SWAYBO)
3687 Dover Blvd., SW, Atlanta, GA  30331
Contact Person:  Edward Menifee, (404) 691-4111

     SWAYBO is a private, non-profit volunteer organization begun in 1974 with a small start-up loan
from a local church, where the group still meets every week.  It teaches African-American children
7-18 years old, mostly from low-income and single parent families, how to operate a business. 
SWAYBO uses group learning methods to reinforce the underlying concepts of self-sufficiency and
self-direction.  During its existence, SWAYBO has grossed over $2 million through group and
individual ventures, e.g., pet care, tutoring services, babysitting, product sales, etc.  Students also
earn money by selling advertisements for the annual program book they write.  Part of their training
includes visits to companies and colleges in this country, South America, Africa, Europe, and the
Caribbean, the cost of which is partially defrayed by SWAYBO business profits.  The organization
plans to open a dozen more chapters in Georgia, with the help of its alumni and supportive local
owners.  However, it receives little outside funding, being financed primarily by its director who
owns an Atlanta-based consulting firm. [42]

Youth Credit Union Program, National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions
120 Wall St., 10th Floor, New York, NY  10005
Contact Person:  Clifford Rosenthal, (212) 809-1850

     The National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions (NFCDCU) has recently
awarded grants to eleven youth credit unions, mostly in the northeast.  Their purpose is to infuse
low-income, minority children with concepts of business ownership, equip them with the skills to
perform jobs in the financial services industry, and generally, help them develop financial
responsibility.  The new credit unions will be modeled after the D.E. Wells Youth Credit Union in
Springfield, Massachusetts, which has 1,000 members and $30,000 in assets.  D.E. Wells is run by an
11-member youth board which offers savings accounts and loans to its equally youthful customers.
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     The Central Brooklyn Youth Credit Union, funded by the NFCDCU program, is scheduled to
begin operations soon.  It will draw membership from the area's minority children, aged 8-18,
specially recruited from schools and church groups.  About two dozen young people have already
been trained through workshops to be the credit union's staff.  Some will serve as loan officers
evaluating applications for loan assistance.  Others will accept and process deposits from their
youthful members.  Again, strictly speaking, this is not an entrepreneurship training program, but in
the process of running a financial enterprise, minority young people will learn a great deal about the
entrepreneurial life.  If they learn it well, they may have a record like D.E. Well's where not a single
loan approved by the youngsters has been delinquent. [43]

OTHER PROGRAMS

     The following organizations also help minority youth prepare for business ownership, but
information concerning them is not available:

AVS & Associates
610 16th St., Suite 302, Oakland, CA  94612
Contact Person:  Kathleen Sullivan, (510) 251-2872

Black Business Alliance
P.O. Box 26443, Baltimore, MD  21207
Contact Person:  Willie Scott, (410) 467-7427

Center on Education and Training for Employment
Ohio State University, 1900 Kenny Rd., Columbus, OH  43210
Contact Person:  Ray D. Ryan, (614) 292-4353

Iota Phi Lambda
503 Patterson St., Tuskegee, AL  36088
Contact Person:  Billie O. Glover, (205) 727-5210

Majestic Eagles
2029 Rhode Island Ave., NE, Washington,  20018
Contact Person:  Jim Dicks, (202) 635-0154
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National Association for Business Organizations
P.O. Box 30149, Baltimore, MD  21270
Contact Person:  Rudy Lewis, (410) 581-1373

National Association of Black Women Entrepreneurs
P.O. Box 1375, Detroit, MI  48231
Contact Person:  Marilyn French-Hubbard, (313) 341-7400

National Association of Minority Women in Business
906 Grand Ave., Suite 200, Kansas City, MO  64106
Contact Person:  Inez Kaiser, (816) 421-3335

National Black MBA Association
180 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1820, Chicago, IL  60601
Contact Person:  Darryl L. Reed, (312) 236-2622

National Center for American Indian Enterprise Development
9650 Flair Dr., Suite 303, El Monte, CA  91731
Contact Person:  Steven Stallings, (818) 442-3701

National Student Business League
1629 K St., NW, Suite 605, Washington, D.C. 20006
Contact Person:  Amy Green, (202) 466-5487

Temple University Youth Entrepreneurship Training Program
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA  19132
Contact Person:  Sandra Sowell-Scott
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III.  COMPONENTS AND METHODS OF PROGRAMS

     The preceding section has disclosed a great variety of youth entrepreneurship programs.  Some
focus exclusively on serving minorities, while others reach non-minorities as well.  Some try to teach
entrepreneurial concepts and methods to children in the earliest grades of elementary school, but
others serve older students in high school or college.  A number of programs conduct their operations
outside formal educational settings completely.  There are programs that promote only human capital
development through training youth in business ownership skills.  Others furnish access to at least
small amounts of financial capital used for start-up purposes, and some emphasize support network
opportunities so young entrepreneurs can develop their social capital during early stages of business
formation.

     But in this undisputed variety, one can also discern some common elements shared by programs
serving young owners.  There are certain functional components which programs appear to have in
common since they address the fundamental requirements of an entrepreneurial life.  Together, the
examples reviewed in Section II also highlight the half dozen or so universal methods employed for
preparing youth to be business owners.  Section III will summarize the common elements, first by
briefly representing program components grouped around basic entrepreneurial functions, then by
looking at standard methods for effectively reaching youthful clients who aspire to run their own
enterprises.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS

Selecting A Business Venture

     Youngsters going into business need to select a venture they will enjoy, is right for their particular
personality, and they can perform well because of their unique skills or talents.  An effective
entrepreneurial program helps its clients translate an idea into such a venture even if the idea is not a
new one.  An old business notion applied in a new way, or to meet a new demand, can work well. 
Beating the existing competition with better quality service or reduced prices possibly will lead to a
successful enterprise.  Young people should look around their community and find potential
customers who have a need for a product/service, and then plan a business which would meet the
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need.  In other words, they must do some informal market research estimating consumer demand,
then determine how a business could satisfy the demand.  Program staff members have to help their
clients apply the practical means for achieving these first steps.  An increased motivational impetus
is also helpful in the early stages, although ultimate motivation comes from within the individual.
[44]

Legal Requirements

     Every business venture, no matter how small, must meet certain legal requirements imposed by
Federal, state, and/or local governments before they can begin operation.  The length and complexity
of legal codes pertaining to enterprise operation can be discouraging for youthful entrepreneurs.  The
business licensing process alone may be very difficult if one is not familiar with the paperwork
involved or which licensing offices to visit.  An effective entrepreneurial program shows young
people how applications for state and local government permits, ranging from licenses to tax
requirements, should be filled out and where they should be submitted.  Students also learn basic
contract law, so they understand how parties to a contract are bound by legal restrictions and how a
contract defines the parties' business relationships.  Adequate program instruction relates knowledge
about the following types of required legal action:

� Apply for a state and/or local sales tax permit if sales taxes are required on any
merchandise sold retail directly to customers.

� Get an employer identification number, if employees are hired.

� Apply for a state unemployment compensation tax number, again if employees are
hired.

� Meet any zoning restrictions, such as where businesses can be located, if they can be
operated out of a home, where advertising signs are permitted, etc.

� Register the company name so no one else in the area may operate an enterprise
under the same name.

� Pay Federal, state and local income taxes, including self-employment tax.

� Check child labor laws if anyone under age 18 is hired. [45]

Planning
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     In virtually every youth entrepreneurship program, students are required to write a business plan
describing all facets of their proposed enterprise.  A sound plan gives an owner a greater chance for
success.  Potential problems can be spotted before they develop by putting together a well-devised
plan detailing what the entrepreneur wants to do and how he/she will do it.  A comprehensive
business plan includes:

� General Description
- Type of business
- Product or service to be sold
- Part-time or full-time
- Seasonal or year-round
- Location

� Financial Plan
- Start-up and operating costs
- Estimated income
- Cash flow
- "Break even" point
- Sales needed to turn a profit
- Cost/price per item or service
- Potential funding sources

� Organization/Management Plan
- Using resources and time efficiently
- Meeting record-keeping requirements
- Accounting, managing finances
- Cutting costs and waste
- Obtaining licenses, permits, etc.
- Hiring employees, if needed
- Managing the overall business

� Marketing Plan
- Attracting potential customers
- Advertising product/service
- Making sales projections
- Determining competitors' strategies
- Estimating scope of market [46]
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Financing/Accounting

     Youth programs teach their potential owners to keep start-up costs down by using as little
materials and equipment as possible in the beginning.  Typical start-up costs which must be paid
cover items like inventory (merchandise to be sold), equipment (computers, tools, etc.), space rental
and telephone hook-up (if not operating from home), promotion costs (signs, fliers, media ads, etc),
and fees for licenses/permits.  Some financial capital will be necessary, even when only a small
amount.  A number of entrepreneurship programs supply funding through special competitions or
low-interest loans, enabling young clients to make the first step in activating their business plans.  A
few programs actually encourage students to contact at least one venture capital source which will
familiarize them with the concept of venture capital and the procedures necessary for obtaining it.
[47]

     In maintaining any business operation, an owner must keep track of financial matters through a
systematic accounting of all expenses and income.  Students receive training in accounting
procedures by filling out typical financial statements, e.g., income report, balance sheet, cash flow
statement, and so on.  Trainees may be taught how to keep their own mock-up set of books.  In some
programs, they also learn to do simulated tax returns required by Federal, state and/or local
government agencies.  The young trainees are learning how a practicing entrepreneur develops a
responsive accounting system. [48]

Managing

     Managing an enterprise, of course, involves all of the functions mentioned to this point: 
formulating a business idea, assessing market demand, locating financial sources, creating a
systematic operational plan, keeping track of costs and income through accounting procedures, and
reducing waste.  But managing any kind of endeavor involves even more basic skills.  One must be
able to rationally choose a course of action from many available alternatives so a desired goal can be
achieved.  Such goals are reached by organizing resources, time and effort - whether one's own or
that of others - in an efficient manner.  Control must be exercised over all aspects of an enterprise by
checking existing conditions against desired results indicated in the planning process.  Finally, the
successful owner is a competent leader who directs the actions of others concurrently with her/his
own actions.  No entrepreneurship program can instill these qualities in a young person but they may
be coaxed and strengthened when found. [49]

Marketing
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     When the marketing process works well, a product or service desired by the consuming public is
correctly determined by an entrepreneur who supplies the product/service at reasonable cost and
accurately distributes it to meet consumer demand, earning a profit.  The steps in this process are:

� Perform market research to ascertain what consumers need and how an enterprise can
meet those needs.

� Design the best possible product or service that will be attractive to consumers.

� Set a fair price for the product/service, i.e., high enough to earn a decent profit but
low enough to outsell competitors.

� Communicate with potential customers through advertising and other promotion
techniques to build sales.

� Distribute the product/service in market segments where it has the best chance to be
purchased. [50]

     Preparing students for the marketing process usually involves some kind of simulation training. 
For example, one program has its young participants practice composing advertisements for their
own prospective business by developing an ad for their favorite major company and writing a
proposal to the company describing it.  This helps raise awareness of marketing techniques.  As part
of their training, program participants make a sales pitch and, through role playing, simulate selling a
product or service.  They also perform research on distribution modes, including actual contacts with
distributors concerning the types of product/service students wish to market. [51]

PROGRAM METHODS

Classroom Instruction

     A wide range of methods for preparing future business owners can be found among youth
entrepreneurship programs.  Some organizations reviewed in Section II specialize in only one or two
strategies, but others use several combined in different ways.  None are designed specifically for
minority youth, although there are a few methods with a fairly good track record in reaching
minorities.  One involves the classical teaching practice, classroom instruction, altered somewhat to
include entrepreneurial lessons.  High schools and colleges rely on this traditional approach.  Even at
the K-6 grade level, many elementary schools are incorporating entrepreneurship education into their
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classroom curriculum, such as:

� Reading books and articles about it
� Learning what business terms mean
� Writing a business plan
� Running simulated enterprises
� Playing enterprise-type games
� Understanding economics and free markets
� Generating ideas for selling products/services
� Going on field trips to community firms
� Learning from adult owners as guest teachers
� Holding entrepreneurial fairs and expositions
� Running an actual enterprise, in or out of school [52]

     For example, an urban elementary school on the east coast (Wilmington, Delaware) teaches
entrepreneurship to its fourth grade pupils.  On special "market days," the children form simulated
companies and sell products in the classroom.  They learn how money moves by participating in an
in-school bank.  They discuss economic concepts like supply-demand, opportunity costs, production,
competition, marketing and profits.  Classroom visitors, e.g., bankers and local firm owners, are
brought in to mentor the students.  There is an "inventor's portfolio" lesson whereby a pupil does
homework on creating a product, determining production costs, and estimating market demand. 
These methods appear especially effective in reaching minority youngsters. [53]

 

Summer Institutes/Camps

     Several programs examined in Section II operate summer institutes or summer camps where
participants receive intensive training for one or more weeks in entrepreneurial skills.  Summer
programs may be run separately or as part of a larger instructional agenda.  Some recruit minority
high school or college students, but their curricular substance is not much different from what
nonminorities experience.  Essentially, summer institutes provide the following general kinds of
activities:

� Present speakers and films on business.
� Introduce students to the language/concepts of entrepreneurship.
� Furnish adult advisors and mentors.
� Hold intensive workshop/seminar discussions.
� Divide students into groups or "companies" with advisors.
� Run computer business simulations where each "company" tries to produce and

market a product.
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� Have students create advertising for their product.
� Conduct a "business bowl" modeled after TV academic quiz shows.
� Prepare participants for later, more formal, instruction.
� Award certificates for completing the summer program. [54]

Simulations

     Both the formal classroom environment and the informal summer camp utilize business
simulations for entrepreneurial instruction.  More often now they include computer simulations with
advanced software packages portraying realistic situations that demand student decision-making and
problem-solving.  Students may work individually or as part of a team when running an enterprise
simulation.  Other electronic media are likely to be used, such as video playbacks of business role-
playing relationships so students may critique their own performances.  Video conference sessions
bringing young entrepreneurs in two-way communication with experts across the nation are
becoming more common.

     This method has further positive educational consequences, particularly for those who need
improved academic proficiency.  When students engage in entrepreneurial simulations, they use
math skills (estimating costs, calculating wages, projecting expenses, predicting budget outlays and
income), language skills (creating business plans and advertisements, writing letters, maintaining
journals), and mental skills (thinking about market development, designing products or services,
considering how to increase profitability).  Social skills are also learned when program participants
work together in teams, enhancing group cooperation and mutual dependability. [55]

Competitions

     Many colleges and secondary schools sponsor competitions among students who present an idea
for a business venture.  They may do so individually or as a team member.  Competitions they enter
range from purely paper projects to working ventures already underway.  Sometimes the contestants
vie against each other in the same school, but other competitions are national or even international in
scope.  Typically, contestants submit a proposal for a new product/service, perform market research
and cost analysis, then write a business plan and make an oral presentation to a panel of judges.  The
panel usually has owners and other business leaders who do the evaluations.  Winning contestants
may receive a trophy, cash awards, scholarships, etc.

     Such contacts help students channel their entrepreneurial drive into developing innovative
products or services and bringing them to market.  Each participant learns to assess the viability of a
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business idea, while working cooperatively within a larger business network.  Along the same lines,
judges who are closely connected to the local business community may help students line up
potential investors, if they are favorably impressed with a presentation.  The young entrepreneur can
develop social capital in this manner, so valuable for minority groups with weaker support networks.
[56]

Graduate Student Consulting

     A number of entrepreneurship programs employ MBA graduate student consultants to give
technical advice for new or established owners.  Occasionally, both the student consultants and the
firms receiving assistance are minorities.  Graduate students, under faculty supervision, help analyze
the problems of small concerns.  They do research projects for which owners may not have time,
e.g., outline standard operating procedures, write long-range plans, identify new opportunities,
devise market strategies.  Student consultants usually receive course credit for their efforts, plus
experience in an actual business environment.  This is an excellent learning opportunity for them
which they may turn to good use in their own future entrepreneurship.  At the same time, individuals
who are presently initiating a venture or expanding an existing one, obtain critical assistance. [57]

Mentoring

     Mentoring is an informal type of training which accords young trainees (proteges or mentees)
one-to-one business learning experiences with adult owners (mentors).  It is a very useful method for
conveying practical experience directly, as well as providing a first-hand, positive role model for
youthful minority entrepreneurs.  Besides illustrations from Section II, there is another example
worth mentioning.  The Columbia University Graduate School of Business runs a two-year
fellowship program combining course work at the school and a nine-month mentorship training
feature.  Minority fellows who are in their second or third term at Columbia work alongside senior
management staff at New York-based corporations.  They perform tasks required in running any
business like conducting and evaluating market research, doing financial planning, and overseeing
product development.  Fellows are expected to perform at the same level of competence as other
managers.  The goals are:  (1) expand opportunities for minority students in getting a practical
business education, and (2) supply the American economic system with new entrepreneurs and
managers. [58]
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IV.  SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

     Youth entrepreneurship programs have blossomed since the mid-1980s and are increasingly
present in minority communities across the United States.  They are defined as organizations giving
systematic training to elementary, secondary, or college age youth in business ownership.  In this
report, thirty examples are described of programs that reach minority youth to some degree.  Their
growth has been important because they:

� Meet the need for awareness and exploration activities in entrepreneurship for
minority youth, particularly in groups characterized by low business ownership rates.

� Instruct minority students in entrepreneurial skills that will give them a head start in
the business world and an incentive to continue their education.

� Provide the knowledge needed for minority youth to compete successfully later as
adults in a free market system.

� Teach the importance of, and the means to, creating capital ownership and wealth
within a community and help bring economic control to the members of the
community.

� Begin preparing a class of future minority entrepreneurs, especially in urban and rural
areas marked by low-income populations, who can enhance business growth, create
jobs, develop community resources, and stimulate the national economy.

     Previous research has disclosed that young people display entrepreneurship qualities early in life,
want to be business owners so they can have the freedom of being their own boss or express their
creative talents, and have a fairly high expectation of becoming owners.  Minority youth have the
highest expectations of entrepreneurship, particularly African-Americans.  But research also shows
that they have little access to training programs which could help transform their desire into
achievement.  Thus, there is a need to find programs already in existence, then expand and
supplement them so more minority youth can be served.

     National level youth entrepreneurship programs reviewed in this report are:
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� Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (New York, NY)
� Business Kids Foundation (Washington, D.C.)
� Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership (Kansas City, MO)
� Cities in Schools, Youth Entrepreneurial Project (Alexandria, VA)
� Distributive Education Clubs of America (Reston, VA)
� Extension Service, 4H Youth Workforce Preparation Program (Washington, D.C.)
� Future Business Leaders of America/Phi Beta Lambda (Reston, VA)
� Junior Achievement (Colorado Springs, CO)
� Midas Touch Program, Volunteers of America

(Los Angeles, CA)
� National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship

(New York, NY)
� Operation Enterprise, American Management Association

(Hamilton, NY)
� Students in Free Enterprise (Springfield, MO)
� Trickle Up Program (New York, NY)
� Young Entrepreneurs Program, Milken Institute

(Bala Cynwyd, PA)
� Youth Business Internship Program, National Minority Business Council (New York,

NY)

     Local and Regional level youth entrepreneurship programs reviewed in this report are:

� Center for Teaching Entrepreneurship, Heartland Institute
(Chicago, IL)

� Center for Teen Entrepreneurs (New York, NY/Newark, NJ)
� Citizen's Committee for New York City (New York, NY)
� Cooperative Assistance Fund (Washington, D.C)
� Education, Training, and Enterprise Center (Camden, NJ)
� EntreCon-High School Conference on Entrepreneurship 

(Philadelphia, PA)
� Entrepreneurial Development Institute (Washington, D.C.)
� Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (Boston, MA)
� Mall Marketing Program (Springfield, VA)
� Minority Youth Entrepreneurship Program (St. Louis, MO)
� National Association for Female Executives (New York, NY)
� National Education Center for Women in Business 

(Greensburg, PA)
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� REAL Enterprises (Athens, GA)
� Southwest Atlanta Youth Business Organization

(Atlanta, GA)
� Youth Credit Union Program (New York, NY)

     Despite the great variety of youth entrepreneurship programs, they have several functional
components in common and use several universal methods.  Program components include:  selecting
a business venture, legal requirements, planning, financing/accounting, managing, and marketing. 
Standard methods encompass traditional classroom instruction (with some variations), summer
institutes/camps, simulations, competitions, graduate student consulting, and mentoring.  These
major components and methods are reviewed in the report.  Together, they comprise a suggestive
model for developing other youth entrepreneurship programs.

     Since this is a new field for research analysis, and its subject matter keeps expanding, the report's
findings are provisional until more comprehensive studies can be done.  Nevertheless, the insights
discerned here will be applied to possible policy directions for the Minority Business Development
Agency (MBDA) or other organizations advocating youth business ownership.

Recommended Policy Directions

     Critical analysis of entrepreneurship programs reaching minority youth reveals many positive and
some negative results.  Positive results are indicators of successful programs and can be adopted by
MBDA when evaluating its own future efforts or those of other agencies.  Negative results may be
used as indicators of unsuccessful programs.  Two recommendations follow from such analysis.

Recommendation #1.

MBDA should apply these indicators for determining successful programs; clients will have upon
completion:

� Greater awareness of entrepreneurship as a personal career choice.
� Greater comprehension of the importance of business ownership in a free market

economy.
� Better understanding of financial, human, and social capital requirements in

operating an enterprise.
� Ability to determine entrepreneurial opportunities, according to industry, location,

etc.
� Knowledge of fundamental business methods, such as planning, financing,
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accounting, and managing.
� Skill in determining scope of potential consumer markets and customer needs.
� A workable start-up operation producing some income.

Recommendation #2.

MBDA should apply these indicators for determining unsuccessful programs:  clients will upon
completion:

� Believe that working for someone else is somehow undesirable.
� Narrow career choices too early in the education process by emphasizing business

ownership exclusively.
� Have the impression that self-respect and self-esteem are equated only with the

ability to make money.
� Forego higher education opportunities to make money immediately.
� Be convinced they already know everything there is to know about business.
� Fail to initiate a viable, income-producing enterprise.

Recommendation #3.

MBDA should create and disseminate its own youth programs, if budgetary means permit.  Also,
MBDA should leverage its resources to encourage other public and private sector organizations in
their youth entrepreneurship efforts.

     MBDA is the lead agency within the Federal government providing assistance in the formation
and expansion of minority firms.  MBDA also needs to take leadership in promoting entrepreneurial
preparation for minority youth, who will be the business owners of the future.  (See the remaining
strategies for ways the Agency might accomplish that goal.)

Recommendation #4.

As part of its leadership duties in youth development, MBDA must have a better grasp of what is
being done in the areas it serves, and where the most critical needs are.  MBDA should conduct
assessments through local surveys to discover:

� What youth entrepreneurship programs already exist, how well they reach minority
clients, and if they have been successful.

� What barriers may have prevented business ownership training from being more
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widely adopted.
� What interest and support there are among community leaders for placing more

emphasis on entrepreneurship as a career path.
� What educational levels should be targeted for assistance first.

Recommendation #5.

MBDA should give assistance to educational institutions for designing curricula which will, first,
show minority youth the real possibility of business ownership as a career and, second, provide early
introduction to economics, entrepreneurship skills, and venture initiation.

     Attention given to entrepreneurship should be increased at all educational levels.  Courses and
programs ought to be available for students desiring a career in this field, just as they are for other
subjects.  Business ownership can be treated as an attainable career option, and its pursuit evolve as a
curricular goal not only in high schools and colleges but at earlier levels as well.

Recommendation #6.

At the college level, MBDA policy to encourage minority youth in business ownership could take
one or more programmatic directions, such as:

� Supplying minority enterprise college scholarships and fellowships.
� Creating minority business training centers and special conferences at selected

institutions.
� Establishing minority chapters, or increasing minority membership in existing

chapters, of national college youth programs.
� Organizing a national mentor program to give young people direct learning

experiences with minority company owners.

Recommendation #7.

At the secondary school level, MBDA policy to encourage minority youth in business ownership
could take these programmatic directions:

� Founding MBDA youth entrepreneurship clubs in high schools.
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� Organizing community mentor programs where local adult owners can teach high
school juniors and seniors.

� Sponsoring trade fairs for teen owners who want to exhibit their products/services.
� Supporting current summer entrepreneurship institutes and camps, or creating new

ones (see next recommendation).

Recommendation #8.

MBDA should serve as a catalyst for developing summer institutes/camps that promote minority
youth entrepreneurship and give technical assistance to groups interested in forming new ones.

     As seen in this report, learning business skills in the informal atmosphere of a summer camp is a
technique used by many programs and has been proven effective.  It is also an excellent way to
encourage novice business contacts when different community groups and leaders cooperate in
running a summer program.  MBDA should develop expertise in this method so it can be
disseminated even more widely.

Recommendation #9.

MBDA, through its local MBDCs and regional offices, should work with business groups, trade
associations, chambers of commerce, etc. to form programs where minority owners would be "big
sisters and brothers" for young people.

     As role models, these individuals can give emotional and social support, pass on skills through
mentorship activities, show youth how actual firms operate, and provide working experience by "on-
the-job" training opportunities.  Here is a direct means for making social capital more available to
youth who need it most.  Economically disadvantaged persons and those from single-parent families
probably fall in the latter category.  School "drop-outs" who are outside the established educational
system are also in great need for positive role models.

Recommendation #10.

MBDA should support private and public sector organizations that furnish loans and technical
assistance toward microenterprise development.

     Over 200 microenterprise programs are now operating in the United States, most of them
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focusing on low-income, inner-city and rural areas where minority young people have great difficulty
finding employment.  MBDA's role would be to act as a facilitator for mobilizing resources within
the Commerce Department, other government agencies, and private sector groups for pursuing a
microenterprise strategy.  Helping them enlarge their services to young people is a necessary
subgoal.

Recommendation #11.

MBDA should help aspiring young entrepreneurs become part of local minority business support
networks which would increase social capital resources and possibly lead to greater human and
financial capital.

     Youth program participants can be introduced to the services of all local agencies and
organizations assisting the minority owner.  Foremost among support network members is the
minority business development center itself, too often a largely unknown entity locally.   MBDCs
must market their services better and reach young people in the community.  Then, they can also
publicize other elements of the support network, including SBA centers, college/school programs,
chambers of commerce, community development corporations, church groups, and so on.  Young
entrepreneurs need to recognize the support network, tap into it for training assistance and, in some
cases, obtain start-up funding.

Recommendation #12.

MBDA should bring on board one or more experts from existing youth entrepreneurship programs,
either as consultants or permanent staff members, to help direct MBDA's youth initiative.

     There is a large, growing pool of expertise (especially in the private sector, as disclosed in this
report) represented by program managers who have successfully served young clients.  MBDA needs
such expertise or it will be hampered in promoting minority youth business ownership.  Tested
leadership is as critical as sufficient budgetary funding for an effective youth initiative.  At the very
least, outside experts can train internal MBDA staff in program operations.
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